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freezzo  
Active Warrior 
  
Join Date: Jul 2007 
Location: , , . 
Posts: 76  
Thanks: 0 
Thanked 3 Times in 3 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
When you talk about EMD, do you think its fine to go with a small 

extension if the domain isnt available, for example: 

 

keyword: "wireless keyboard" 

 

domain "wirelesskeyboardinfo.com" 

 

Or should just stick with wirelesskeyboard.com, and if you cant 

get the domain, scrap that idea?  

 
Create YouTube Video Playlists 

Solar Cell Phone Chargers  

    

 

freezzo 
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clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  

  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, AL 
Posts: 181  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 29 Times in 14 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by freezzo  

When you talk about EMD, do you think its fine to go with a 

small extension if the domain isnt available, for example: 

keyword: "wireless keyboard" 

 

domain "wirelesskeyboardinfo.com" 

In a word... 

 

No! 

 

But that's just my opinion, so take it for that, but I believe EMD 
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is arguably your best asset in taking a top spot with a new 

site over PR- and PR-0 sites 

 

...and even higher in some instances...I've got sites that are less 

than 2 months old that provide good, tightly focused content, 

answers the searcher's questions and is ruthlessly SEO optimized 

for G love that are outranking outranking PR1-PR3 sites... 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by freezzo  

Or should just stick with wirelesskeyboard.com, and if you cant 

get the domain, scrap that idea? 

If it were me (and it has been on countless occasions) I'd move 

on to the next one...  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 

New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 

3x faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel 

- No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 

Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  

    

 

clickbump 
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thmgoodw  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  

  
Join Date: Sep 2009 
Posts: 217  
Thanks: 15 
Thanked 35 Times in 24 

Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  

In a word... 

 

No! 

 

But that's just my opinion, so take it for that, but I believe 

EMD is arguably your best asset in taking a top spot with 

a new site over PR- and PR-0 sites 

 

...and even higher in some instances...I've got sites outranking 

PR1-PR3 with sites less than 2 months old with EMD sites that 

provide good, tightly focused content that answers the 

searcher's questions and is also SEO optimized for G love...) 
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If it were me (and it has been on countless occasions) I'd move 

on to the next one... 

 

 

Another consideration if the keyword is already taken with a 

.com/net/org, is that someone out there already is focusing on 

that exact keyword. Personally, I prefer to find sites where i'm 

the only game in town really focusing on that exact keyword 

(because if they were, they would have snatched up that domain 

before).  

    

 

thmgoodw 
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Bishop81  
Programmer Extraordinaire 
War Room Member  

  

Join Date: Jun 2007 
Location: Olathe, KS USA. 
Posts: 671  
Thanks: 38 
Thanked 28 Times in 24 
Posts  

Social Networking    

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Thanks for the tips! I'm going to create my wordpress template 

tonight and try to give this a shot over the weekend. 

 

I have a site that I pretty much did the same thing with, bought 

an EMD .org, put up the 1 page of content with the extra pages, 

and did no backlinking. It's ranked #5 already and it's only been 

a few weeks. It's just a regular php site, though.  

 

    

 

Bishop81 
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Philly  
Active Warrior 
  
Join Date: Sep 2009 
Posts: 52  
Thanks: 10 

Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  

Hi Hamburglar! Love the name, btw :-) 

 

I used MNF exclusively when I first adopted John's program. 

I've since migrated to my own approach as described in my 

response to simpleoneonline below 

 

In terms of your ranking problem, the metrics you've 

provided, on their face alone, indicate that it should not be too 
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difficult to get ranked and in money if you've done your on-site 

SEO and have an EMD (exact match domain).  

 

Do you have SEO4Firefox plug-in? 

 

If so, make sure it's turned on (from your browsers status bar, 

it should not be greyed out) and do a search for your keyword 

phrase in Google, then hit the "100" link to insure you are not 

getting personalized SERPS. 

 

Once you've done that, assuming your site is not one of the top 

10, you should see at least 3 sites in the top ten with PR- 

or PR-0 and less than 50-100 Y! Page Links that are valid 

and not EMD's 

 

If that checks out, then I would expect you should rank very 

soon as your site ages a bit (Again, assuming all of the 

fundamental criteria is checked off)... 

 

If not, its going to be tough work and if it were me, I'd move 

on to the next niche and cut losses... 

What about the total competing pages for the keyword ...do you 

use a formula for that also ?  

    

 

Philly 
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Stallion  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  

  
Join Date: Mar 2008 
Location: , , . 
Posts: 255  
Thanks: 104 
Thanked 18 Times in 12 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

What about the total competing pages for the keyword  

Unless you're competing with a site for position 14,513 than I 

don't see the point. You're trying to get on the top 10 and that's 

all that counts. 

Quote: 

When you talk about EMD, do you think its fine to go with a 

small extension if the domain isnt available, for example: 

 

keyword: "wireless keyboard" 
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domain "wirelesskeyboardinfo.com"  

If you want to rank in the top 10 easily than get the exact 

keyword. When you add in info you're going to have to work at it.  

    

 

Stallion 
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freezzo  
Active Warrior 
  
Join Date: Jul 2007 

Location: , , . 
Posts: 76  
Thanks: 0 
Thanked 3 Times in 3 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
If you are following the product review path, do you normally 

review products you actually own or have used? How do you 

come up with the single page of content?  

 
Create YouTube Video Playlists 

Solar Cell Phone Chargers  
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Jaysmyne  
Rawr<3 
War Room Member  

  

 
  

Join Date: Oct 2008 
Location: Los Angeles, USA 
Posts: 140  
Blog Entries: 1 
Thanks: 3 
Thanked 12 Times in 7 
Posts  

Social Networking 
Contact Info  

 

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
My first adsense site just got indexed a few hours ago (took two 

weeks, because I did something wrong with the robots.txt and 

sitemap.xml) but, now that its indexed I already have a couple 

articles out on it and hopefully it will begin to rank in Google and 

I'll start earning adsense income!!!!  

 
JaysmineOnline.com - Live, Learn and Teach! 

    

 

Jaysmyne 
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HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  

  
Join Date: Sep 2009 
Posts: 217  
Thanks: 15 
Thanked 35 Times in 24 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  

1) Get inspired - find a niche site idea you want to research 

and do a very thorough job seeking out the niche that meets 

the criteria below 

 

2) Relentlessly research the niche - Check GAKT for 

keywords on that niche idea. Look for product or service 

related KWP's that... 

 

 

 

3) Build and launch the site and get ranked on top ten for 

your KWP (keyword phrase) 

 

4) Enable adsense and start earning 

 

> > > And, most importantly... 

 

5) Move on to the next one! 

Quick question. When you say there are many easy marks with 

PR of NA or 0 on the first page, do you mean for the particular 

page that they are ranking for, or the main domain PR? 

 

The reason I ask is because lots of people here in the forums are 

scared of competing with sites like shopping.com, ebay, amazon, 

nextag, etc., which often showup on the first page of google. But 

in my experience with your keyword as your domain and a few 

decent backlinks coming in, these sites will be beat virtually every 

time.  

    

 

thmgoodw 

Add thmgoodw to Your Contacts 
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Biggy Fat  
Internet Marketing Ranter 
  
Join Date: Nov 2008 
Location: Alabama 
Posts: 483  
Thanks: 16 
Thanked 52 Times in 35 

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Just sent you an e-mail, Scott.  

 
IMRant.com - Internet Marketing Reviews, Rants, and 

Tirades - New Post As Of 10-16-09 
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Posts  
Contact Info  

 

Home Of The Wednesday Opportunity, Anti-Job Thursday, 

and The Friday Rant 

Step By Step? Blueprints? Take You By The Hand? They 

Don't Exist! 

Chase The Pipe Dream, Live The Pipe Nightmare 

If It Doesn't Work For Me, It Won't Work For You 

    

 

Biggy Fat 
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clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  

  

 
  

Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, AL 
Posts: 181  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 29 Times in 14 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
OK, I think it might be good to break it down and unpack the 

process, so here goes... 

 

Let's say you've got a search term that looks great in GAKT, how 

about... 

 

Squirrel Proof Bird Feeder 

 

Let's take that one and break it down just like we would approach 

it and either move on it or just move on... 

 

First thing that get's us excited is shown in the middle attachment 

below. GAKT numbers are just about exactly what we want to 

see, good numbers for singular and plural variants of the main 

KWP... so the little guy in the pic, he's real happy about right 

now... 

 

But... 

 

It all goes south from there 

 

1) A quick check on ajaxwhois says we can't get the exact 

match domain as they are all taken. I have a rule that's 

served me very well: never work a niche unless you can 

get the exact match domain. It's the most powerfull ally we 

have as Internet marketers hands down - its a gift! See the 3rd 

screenshot for the domain name search results. Same for singular 

and plural variants, both taken :-( 

 

2) The Google search shows only one site that we can beat in 

the top ten! We want at least 3 of these to move the odds in our 

favor before we move. See the 1st screenshot attached for how I 

figure this out with SEO4Firefox plug-in. Verdict :-( 

 

3) There are no results returned from spyfu on this search. 

This would not stop me if I could prove that there are advertisers, 

and I see from the attached screenshot that there are, so no 
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biggie, maybe a spyfu db glitch on their end, but where spyfu has 

numbers, I want to see them to back up (or refute) the GAKT 

numbers...  

Attached Thumbnails  

       

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 

New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 

3x faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader 

★ NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options 

Panel - No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? 

Read Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  

    

 

The Following User 

Says Thank You to 

clickbump For This 

Useful Post:  

guest  

clickbump 
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Mr Money Maker  
HyperActive Warrior 
  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Posts: 243  
Thanks: 1 
Thanked 26 Times in 21 

Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
That is really great, I am very happy for you...way to go, 2 

thumbs way up !  

 
Make Money Online 

101 Ways To Make Money Online & Make Money Online The Fast 

Easy Way !! 

 

Monterey Bay Pacific Coast Network 

Monterey CA,Monterey Aquarium,Fisherman Wharf  

    

 

Mr Money Maker 
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Active Warrior 
War Room Member  

  

 
  
Join Date: Sep 2006 
Location: USA 
Posts: 51  
Thanks: 11 
Thanked 3 Times in 3 Posts  

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  

1. quick check on ajaxwhois says we can't get the exact 

match domain as they are all taken. I have a rule 

that's served me very well: never work a niche 

unless you can get the exact match domain. It's 

the most powerfull ally we have as Internet 

marketers hands down - its a gift! See the 3rd 

screenshot for the domain name search results. Same 
for singular and plural variants, both taken :-( 

I wouldn't get too hung up with not being able to get the exact 

match domain. Especially if the .com, .net and .org are not 

developed sites (which is a good chance they aren't) 

 

I and many others have ranked very well with just adding 

another term at the end --ex, www.SquirrelProofBirdFeederSite, 

www.SquirrelProofBirdFeederSale, etc.  

    

 

warrior123 
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avandrunen  
Active Warrior 
  

 
  
Join Date: Nov 2008 
Location: BC, Canada 
Posts: 67  
Thanks: 12 
Thanked 6 Times in 6 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
That is awesome clickbump, makes me wanna start looking into 

adsense. 

 

At those numbers you could eventually move from a hobby to 

freedom from your J.O.B  

 

    

 

avandrunen 
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HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  

  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, AL 
Posts: 181  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 29 Times in 14 
Posts  

Quote: 

Originally Posted by warrior123  

I wouldn't get too hung up with not being able to get the exact 

match domain. Especially if the .com, .net and .org are not 

developed sites (which is a good chance they aren't) 

 

I and many others have ranked very well with just adding 

another term at the end --ex, 

www.SquirrelProofBirdFeederSite, 

www.SquirrelProofBirdFeederSale, etc. 

Hi there warrior123, If that works for you then I say go with it... 

 

The purpose of this thread is to explain *my* method of how I 

got to where I am with adsense, and I only work exact match 

domains. 

 

Your mileage may vary, but respectfully, This is what I do, so 

that's what I'm preaching :-)  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 

New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 

3x faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel 

- No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 

Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  

    

 

clickbump 
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9ball  
Warrior Member 
  

 
  
Join Date: Nov 2009 
Posts: 2  
Thanks: 0 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  

OK, I think it might be good to break it down and unpack the 

process, so here goes... 

 

Let's say you've got a search term that looks great in GAKT, 

how about... 

 

Squirrel Proof Bird Feeder 

 

Let's take that one and break it down just like we would 
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approach it and either move on it or just move on... 

 

First thing that get's us excited is shown in the middle 

attachment below. GAKT numbers are just about exactly what 

we want to see, good numbers for singular and plural variants 

of the main KWP... so the little guy in the pic, he's real happy 

about right now... 

 

But... 

 

It all goes south from there 

1. quick check on ajaxwhois says we can't get the exact 

match domain as they are all taken. I have a rule 

that's served me very well: never work a niche 

unless you can get the exact match domain. It's 

the most powerfull ally we have as Internet 

marketers hands down - its a gift! See the 3rd 

screenshot for the domain name search results. Same 

for singular and plural variants, both taken :-( 

. 

2. The Google search only shows only one site that we 

can beat in the top ten! We want at least 3 of these to 

move the odds in our favor before we move. See the 1st 

screenshot attached for how I figure this out with 

SEO4Firefox plug-in. Verdict :-( 

. 

3. There are no results returned from spyfu on this 

search. This would not stop me if I could prove that 

there are advertisers, and I see from the attached 

screenshot that there are, so no biggie, maybe a spyfu 

db glitch on their end, but where spyfu has numbers, I 

want to see them to back up (or refute) the GAKT 
numbers... 

thanks clickbump  

    

 

9ball 

11-12-2009, 03:27 AM    #67  

Bishop81  
Programmer Extraordinaire 
War Room Member  

  
Join Date: Jun 2007 
Location: Olathe, KS USA. 
Posts: 671  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Since you're not doing any backlinking, do you notice that either 

of the domain extensions carries any more weight than the other? 

 

Also, if you happen to find the .net and .org both available, do 

you tend to pick them both up so you can have double the chance 
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Thanks: 38 
Thanked 28 Times in 24 
Posts  

Social Networking    

of getting up there, and also get a lot more traffic if both end up 

in the top results? I was thinking of trying that with a few of 

them...  

    

 

Bishop81 

11-12-2009, 03:52 AM    #68  

warkreech  
backgroundchecklookup.com 
  
Join Date: Nov 2009 
Posts: 2  
Thanks: 0 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
thanks for the info.. but then i would need to put up a couple of 

niche sites to earn this? right? what i will earn minus what i will 

pay for my domain and hosting.. are these sites of yours 

dedicated hosting?  

 
criminal background check | free background check | 

employment background check  

    

 

warkreech 

11-12-2009, 06:48 AM    #69  

guest  
Warrior Member 
  
Join Date: Sep 2009 
Posts: 18  

Thanks: 21 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

clickbump, you are giving away some great tips here thanks  

 

Can you just expand on your keyword example. - say after 

research that "Squirrel Proof Bird Feeder" was a good choice 

for a site, and you could get the exact .com etc...  

 

Can you please give some examples of the titles of the other 

pages you would have on SquirrelProofBirdFeeder.com 

 

Thanks so much!  

    

 

guest 

11-12-2009, 09:39 AM    #70  

Bishop81  Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  
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Programmer Extraordinaire 
War Room Member  

  
Join Date: Jun 2007 
Location: Olathe, KS USA. 
Posts: 671  
Thanks: 38 
Thanked 28 Times in 24 
Posts  

Social Networking    

Quote: 

Originally Posted by guest  

clickbump, you are giving away some great tips here thanks  

 

Can you just expand on your keyword example. - say after 

research that "Squirrel Proof Bird Feeder" was a good choice 

for a site, and you could get the exact .com etc...  

 

Can you please give some examples of the titles of the other 

pages you would have on SquirrelProofBirdFeeder.com 

 

Thanks so much! 

The thing is, there aren't any other pages. The main page is it, 

along with the Contact Us, About Us, and Privacy Policy. If it 

didn't have those pages, it would only be a 1 page site.  

 
Can you really build a business with no money and just An Hour 

Each Day? 

 

Loads of Public Domain Books in one place! 

http://www.publicdomain-books.com 

 

Learn About Credit Repair For Free - 

http://www.mycreditrepairthoughts.com  

    

 

Bishop81 

11-12-2009, 09:51 AM    #71  

JeffLam  
HyperActive Warrior 
  

 
  
Join Date: May 2009 
Location: Singapore 
Posts: 184  
Thanks: 23 
Thanked 12 Times in 12 
Posts  

Social Networking    

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Just wanna say awesome job, clickbump! 

 

I bet you put in a little smart work with hardwork eh?  

 
Still struggling with ranking your pages despite building backlinks 

after backlinks? You'll need this report! 

Learn how I rank my sites on #1 against 76,000,000 other 

sites in this FREE report AND video! 

SEOmated - Revolutionary New SEO Software Coming Soon... 
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clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  

  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, AL 

Posts: 181  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 29 Times in 14 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by Bishop81  

Since you're not doing any backlinking, do you notice that 

either of the domain extensions carries any more weight than 

the other? 

 

Also, if you happen to find the .net and .org both available, do 

you tend to pick them both up so you can have double the 

chance of getting up there, and also get a lot more traffic if 

both end up in the top results? I was thinking of trying that 

with a few of them... 

Hi Bishop, I don't find that G has a preference of one over 

another in terms of top level domains, however, my sample size 

is relatively small at 26 sites so far. So take that into 

consideration, but my top 2 earning sites are .nets and that's only 

because 1and1 had an insane 4.49 sale on them (.orgs were 

available too and as you can see from the list below, I got .net 

and .org for the niche at my position 1 and 6 below) 

 

Here's my top ten list by revenue earned and by domain 

extension and most current Google ranking (non personalized)... 

 

1. net #2 

2. net #4 

3. org #2 

4. org #5 

5. com #126 (dancing) 

6. org #8 (same niche as #1 just in .org) 

7. com #3 

8. net #11 

9. org #12 

10. org ##15  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 

New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 

3x faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel 

- No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 

Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  

    

 

clickbump 
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fir3d  
Active Warrior 
  
Join Date: Oct 2009 
Posts: 53  
Thanks: 4 
Thanked 2 Times in 2 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
are you continuously working to make them rank higher or did 

you just set them and leave them to make the money that they 

are currently making.  

 

    

 

fir3d 

11-12-2009, 12:33 PM    #74  

DarkTangent  
Warrior Member 
  
Join Date: Nov 2009 
Posts: 10  
Thanks: 0 

Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Seems like XFactor's Method is becoming a Hot Cake in the 

Market. 

 

It would have been good if you can share with us some of the 

SEO techniques...  

    

 

DarkTangent 
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scfc22  
Warrior Member 
  
Join Date: Mar 2009 
Location: England 
Posts: 20  
Thanks: 4 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Hi mate, I assume you are using article marketing as your 

primary way of building backlinks.  

 

One question: 

 

How do you get these articles indexed? 

 

Thanks  

    

 

scfc22 
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Programmer Extraordinaire 
War Room Member  

  
Join Date: Jun 2007 
Location: Olathe, KS USA. 
Posts: 671  
Thanks: 38 
Thanked 28 Times in 24 
Posts  

Social Networking    

Quote: 

Originally Posted by scfc22  

Hi mate, I assume you are using article marketing as your 

primary way of building backlinks.  

 

One question: 

 

How do you get these articles indexed? 

 

Thanks 

You'll see earlier in the thread that he isn't building backlinks, 

other than maybe a couple to get the sites indexed. 

 

There's nothing special about the backlinks in this method.  

    

 

Bishop81 

11-12-2009, 02:06 PM    #77  

sousen  
Warrior Member 
  

Join Date: Nov 2009 
Posts: 16  
Thanks: 0 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Excellent how many site/blog you are using x-factor method?  

 
Manual Directory Submission Service 

Manual Article Submission Service 

Manual Social Bookmarking Service  

    

 

sousen 

11-12-2009, 03:07 PM    #78  

Richard-Malcolm  
Warrior Member 
War Room Member  

  
Join Date: Apr 2009 
Posts: 7  
Thanks: 2 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  

Awesome Biggy! I'm glad to hear you are finding success. Us 

Bama boys gotta hang with the big dawgs around WF ;-) 

 

I've got about 25 sites going and about 15 are consistent 

earners. 80/20 rule almost to a tee.... 
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The incredible thing is I've been earning even more income in 

the niche template biz than I'm making with Adsense. I'm 

blown away by both. Its been an incredible two months. 

 

Going to be a nice Christmas! 

 

What do you mean by "niche template biz". Probably the 

wordpress template you're doing? 

 

Thanks! 

 

Richard  

    

 

Richard-Malcolm 

11-12-2009, 04:31 PM    #79  

clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  

  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, AL 
Posts: 181  
Thanks: 20 

Thanked 29 Times in 14 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Hi Richard, yes. I decided when I starting monetizing sites with 

adsense that it was essentially play money because of the fragile 

nature of the income source and being at the mercy and whims of 

the big G... 

 

So that's led me to diversification of income streams into product 

marketing (niche templating biz) and affiliate marketing (same 

techniques above applied to clickbank products)  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 

New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 

3x faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader 

★ NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options 

Panel - No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? 

Read Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  

    

 

clickbump 

11-12-2009, 04:34 PM    #80  

clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  

  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 
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Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, AL 
Posts: 181  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 29 Times in 14 
Posts  

Originally Posted by clickbump  

 

But... 

 

It all goes south from there 

 

1) quick check on ajaxwhois says we can't get the exact 

match domain as they are all taken. I have a rule that's 

served me very well: never work a niche unless you can 

get the exact match domain. It's the most powerfull ally 

we have as Internet marketers hands down - its a gift! 

So, what we are looking for here is an exact match domain. As 

soon as I've identified some rich niche opps, I run them through 

Ajaxwhois for one off checks, or if I have a whole list, I've got a 

neat Java applet that will run a list check in the background and 

let me know all the kwp's that have top level domains available... 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  

 

2) The Google search shows only one site that we can beat 

in the top ten! We want at least 3 of these to move the odds 

in our favor before we move. See the 1st screenshot attached 

for how I figure this out with SEO4Firefox plug-in. Verdict :-( 

So at this point, we've checked GAKT, and after we've determined 

we can get a top level exact match domain address, our next step 

would be to view the KWP in Google with personalized search 

turned off and with SEO4Firefox turned on.  

 

What we are looking for is at least 3 PR- or PR-0 sites with a 

minimal number of Y! Page Links. These will be the sites we 

are looking to unseat and replace with our highly optimized, 

highly niched site that caters perfectly to this search. 

 

Tip: Don't get caught up in how many pages are returned for the 

search term. Whether their's 20 or 20 million, we don't care. 

We're only interested in the 10 on page 1. 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  

 

3) There are no results returned from spyfu on this search. 

This would not stop me if I could prove that there are 

advertisers, and I see from the attached screenshot that there 

http://www.warriorforum.com/members/clickbump.html


are, so no biggie, maybe a spyfu db glitch on their end, but 

where spyfu has numbers, I want to see them to back up (or 

refute) the GAKT numbers... 

I use spyfu for a sanity check on the GAKT numbers as they tend 

to reflect a more realistic CPC and also foretell how many 

advertisers are in the niche... But don't get too caught up in this, 

you definitely want at least 5, but my top earning site is not 

even listed in spyfu and my 2nd top earner has only 5 

advertisers, but man do they pay well :-) 

 

Bottom line, this is a template, you can use your own 

brushes and brushstrokes 

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 

New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 

3x faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel 

- No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 

Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  

    

 

clickbump 

11-12-2009, 06:04 PM    #81  

9ball  
Warrior Member 
  

 
  
Join Date: Nov 2009 
Posts: 2  

Thanks: 0 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
search for keywords with more than 2400 searcher/month and at 

least 3 PR- or PR-0 sites with a minimal number of Y! Page 

Links on 1 page requires hard work. Until now I've just found 2 

keywords. I do it manually using Google keyword tool. hope can 

find 10 more this week  

 

clickbump, can u share your way to brainstorm product niche 

ideas? many thanks..  

    

 

9ball 

11-12-2009, 06:45 PM    #82  

terryd  
Advanced Warrior 
War Room Member  

  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Great thread! 

 

What tool are you using to check the ranks of your sites? (I can't 

tell by the screenshot)  
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Join Date: Oct 2004 
Location: New Zealand. 
Posts: 715  
Thanks: 50 
Thanked 19 Times in 15 
Posts  

 

    

 

terryd 

11-12-2009, 08:01 PM    #83  

clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  

  

 
  

Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, AL 
Posts: 181  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 29 Times in 14 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by terryd  

Great thread! 

 

What tool are you using to check the ranks of your sites? (I 

can't tell by the screenshot) 

Hi Terry, I'm using Rank Checker from SEObook.com... 

 

It keeps a historical record of your daily rankings exportable to 

excel... pretty sweet lil app  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 

New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 

3x faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel 

- No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 

Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  
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Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, AL 
Posts: 181  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 29 Times in 14 
Posts  

Originally Posted by thmgoodw  

Quick question. When you say there are many easy marks with 

PR of NA or 0 on the first page, do you mean for the particular 

page that they are ranking for, or the main domain PR? 

yes, the SEO4FF plug in is showing PR for the page they are 

ranking for (the currently active search) 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by thmgoodw  

The reason I ask is because lots of people here in the forums 

are scared of competing with sites like shopping.com, ebay, 

amazon, nextag, etc., which often showup on the first page of 

google. But in my experience with your keyword as your 

domain and a few decent backlinks coming in, these sites will 

be beat virtually every time. 

They are easily beatable, you are spot on.  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 

New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 

3x faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel 

- No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 

Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  
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Active Warrior 
  
Join Date: Sep 2009 
Posts: 52  
Thanks: 10 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  

So, what we are looking for here is an exact match domain. As 

soon as I've identified some rich niche opps, I run them 

through Ajaxwhois for one off checks, or if I have a whole list, 

I've got a neat Java applet that will run a list check in the 

background and let me know all the kwp's that have top level 

domains available... 

 

 

 

So at this point, we've checked GAKT, and after we've 
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determined we can get a top level exact match domain 

address, our next step would be to view the KWP in Google 

with personalized search turned off and with SEO4Firefox 

turned on.  

 

What we are looking for is at least 3 PR- or PR-0 sites with a 

minimal number of Y! Page Links. These will be the sites we 

are looking to unseat and replace with our highly optimized, 

highly niched site that caters perfectly to this search. 

 

Tip: Don't get caught up in how many pages are returned for 

the search term. Whether their's 20 or 20 million, we don't 

care. We're only interested in the 10 on page 1. 

 

 

I use spyfu for a sanity check on the GAKT numbers as they 

tend to reflect a more realistic CPC and also foretell how 

many advertisers are in the niche... But don't get too caught up 

in this, you definitely want at least 5, but my top earning site 

is not even listed in spyfu and my 2nd top earner has 

only 5 advertisers, but man do they pay well :-) 

 

Bottom line, this is a template, you can use your own 

brushes and brushstrokes 

"minimal number of Y! Page Links " What do you mean by 

this ?  

    

 

Philly 
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Location: Birmingham, AL 
Posts: 181  
Thanks: 20 
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Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by Philly  

"minimal number of Y! Page Links " What do you mean by 

this ? 

Y! Page Links is a term that the SEO4FF plug-in tracks and its a 

measure of the total number of distinct pages that link to the 

exact page which you are seeing in the serps. 

 

G ranks pages and not sites, so we are only concerned with the 

number of backlinks targeting at the page, not the site as a 

whole.  
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"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 

New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 

3x faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel 

- No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 

Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  
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Join Date: Nov 2009 
Posts: 13  
Thanks: 0 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
These questions may have been asked before so please excuse 

me, 

 

1) 25 websites? How long does it take to manage all of them 

everyday? 

2) Do you spend any money for traffic? 

3) Where do you get your content from? I mean, are you hiring 

people to write it for you or are you getting time to do it yourself? 

4) How important is article marketing?  

 

    

 

KanameMedia 

http://www.warriorforum.com/members/kanamemedia.html  
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jumpingcalls.com  
Warrior Member 
  
Join Date: Nov 2009 
Posts: 1  

Thanks: 0 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
what is thius xfactor 

 

i hadrly get 2$ a day.,........  

 

    

 

jumpingcalls.com 
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Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, AL 
Posts: 181  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 29 Times in 14 
Posts  

Originally Posted by KanameMedia  

These questions may have been asked before so please excuse 

me, 

 

1) 25 websites? How long does it take to manage all of them 

everyday? 

2) Do you spend any money for traffic? 

3) Where do you get your content from? I mean, are you hiring 

people to write it for you or are you getting time to do it 

yourself? 

4) How important is article marketing? 

Hi K, welcome... 

 

1) I don't manage them. The server & WordPress does all that. I 

just check adsense a few times a day morning and night. 

 

2) no. 100% organic search via site optimization for the keyword 

phrase and exact match domain for the keyword that's being 

searched on. How can that miss? 

 

3) It takes me less than two hours to compile content and 

images. The site builds in about 2 minutes start to finish, 5-10 

minutes if I stop to grab a cup of coffee or my kids or wife need 

me :-) 

 

5) I only have 8 EZA and 2 GA I've ever published and that's 

because I thought I had to when I first started.  
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New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 

3x faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel 

- No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 

Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  
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